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Rose elected
faculty regent,
voting spikes
Nick Reside
News Editor
Jack Rose, professor of educational studies, leadership and counseling, was elected
Tuesday to the position of faculty regent.
Faculty with the rank of instructor, assistant, associate or professor were eligible to
vote. Lecturers were ineligible. Ballots were
cast by 7L99 percent of eligible voters.
Four candidates - Rose, Peggy PittmanMunke, associate professor of social work,
Kevin Binfield, professor of English and philosophy and Mark Wattier. professor of gov. ernment, Jaw and international affairs - ran
in the first ballot Friday. The two candidates
with the most votes, Rose and Wattier, ran
in a second ballot Tuesday.
Wattier could not be reached for comment before The News went to press.
Rose replaces Jay Morgan. who was
appointed associate provost over the summer, as faculty regent.
This election was marked by a high number of candidates and a higher voter turnout
than in previous years.
Last election, Morgan ran unopposed and

was appointed by acclamation. In 2007.
Morgan ran against a single opponent. Jn
2004, Terry Strieter, professor t)f history,
ran unopposed. In 2001. Strieter ran against
a single opponent.
Voter turnout was 62 percent, 63 percent
and 52 percent for faculty regent elections in
the years 1998, 2001 and 2007, respectively.
Rose has worked at Murray State for 20
years, working his way up from instructor to
professor and from ' 1998 to 2003 served as
dean of the college of education.
He received his bachelor's and master's
degrees from Murray
State in 1965 and 1967,
respectively.
Rose stressed the
importance of cooperation among board members, especially with
many new members.
"1 don't think any one
board member, particu_ __;_j~_ __;;::.
larly the faculty regent,
Jack Rose
can accomplish a great
Faculty Regent deal if you don't have
the rcspl?ct of other
board members and respect them," he said.
Provost Bonnie Higginson commended
Rose and the other candidates for being
willing to represent the Murray Srate faculty on the Board of Regents.
"It's really a very important position, that
offaculty regent," Higginson said. ''I'm looking forward to working with (Rose) as we
continue to serve as advo~ates for the outstanding, high-quality academic programs
that we have at Murray State."
Contact Reside at nicholas.reside@
murraystate.edu.
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University seeks reaccreditation
John Walker
Staff writer
The Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools (SACS)
recently completed its first
tive-year review of the University's progress.
The review is a new process
making sure the University is
staying on track with the programs and requirements it
needs to be an accredited
school.
University Provost Bonnie
Higginson said the new
requirement is helpful with the
University staying focused on
its mission.
"It is an opportunity to
examine what we do." Higginson said. "It gives us the means
to identify issues we need to
address."
The review examined 14 key
areas within the University and
finding compliance in lO of
those. The provost said of the
four areas not found to standard, she believes two are due
to SACS wanting information
in the assessment to be organized different!}·.
The other two areas. including the Quality Enhancement
Plan, are being revis~d and iso

the University can meet SACS'
April 2011 deadline.
Higginson said the Universi·
ty is one of the first required by
SACS to ever have a QEP. The
plan is a way for the Univer!>ity
to improve specific area for all
students on campus. But the
University's plan, which consists of the 10 Characteristics
of a Murray State Graduate,
was too broad according to
SACS. So thJ University has
decided to gear its plan
towards writing, Higginson
said.
"Other options for the QEP
were geared towards healthy
living or civic engagement,''
Higginson said. "We chose to
focus on writing, because it is
at the core of what is important
in all areas."
J.C. Stuart, a senior from
Wingo, Ky., said the University
should start putting funds
toward academics instead of
other programs.
"We need more money for
the faculty here," Stuart said.
"Faculty makes the school."
This is the first five-year
review required by SACS since
it passed the new requirement
in 2008. The review is to keep
higher learning institutions
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from falling behind in the 10year gap before their next
assessment for accreditath.m .
"Of the 76 institutions who
filed this report for the first
time last rear, 80 percent or
more were asked to provide
more information or revise
their reports," Higginson said.
Sally Byrd, a junior from
Owensboro, Ky., said would
prefer to see the campus move
towards a more practical curriculum.
"I would like to see the University push for more vulunteering and community projects," Byrd said. "Most of all I
think we need better advisors.
That would be a much better
improvement."
University President Randy
Dunn said he does not think
the review asking for more
infom1ation is anything but an
ordinary occurrence.
Said Dunn: "The idea there is
we tell them about our
progress and it's not unusual at
all then for them to want more
information, additional reporting, more background, so that's
what we're in the process of
doing now is collecting that."
Contact Walker at john.
walker@murraystate.edu.
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Campus Briefly

Phone: ROCJ-M6H

Septernberl7,2010

This week
Today

Saturday

•9 a;m. Constitution Day 2010
speeches; Curris Center Barkley and
Mi~lssippi rooms
•$ p.m. Soccer vs. LOuisiana Tech;
Cutchin Field, free with Raccrcard
•5:30 p.m. "A Taste of the Arts" din·
ner and auction evfglt: RSEC Murray
Room.$50
•7:30 p.m. "Mother" Cinema Inte~:na
tional; Curris Center Theater, free
•7 p.p1. "25th Annual Putnam Counry
Spelling Bee" play; Central Park:
Playhouse in the Park

•8:30 a.m.

Spdnger-F.ranklin
Charity Golf Tournament; Sullivan's
Par 3 Golf Course, $15 per team
•10 un Dog Paddle in the Pool (dog
swim): Murray-Galloway Park Pool
•1 p.m. Softball vs. Shawnee Com•
munity Gollege; Racer Field, free
•7:30 p.m. "Mother" Cinema lilternational; Curris Center Theater, free
•7 p.m. "25th annual Putnam County
Spelling Bee" play: Murray-Calloway County Central Par~ Playhouse in the Park

Tuesday
pational sttfety and nealth tcxting and
driving simulator: Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge
•5 p.m. CAB meeting; Curris Center
Tenne~ Room; open to the public
•5p.m. Leadership Workshop Series on
Leadership; Curris Center Barkley
Room. free
~ p,m. Home & Garden Class: Murray
Art Guild, open to all
a6:30 p.m. Murray State Tennis Club;
Purcell Tennis Courts, open to all

September9
8:19 a.m. A caller reported a
vehicle with a Murray Stat~·
Construction barrel in the
back. Officers were notified.
An officer rC'trievcd thl' prop·
erty and returned it lu Facilities Man:.tgement.
11:54 a.m. A caller at Winslow
Dining Hall reported smoke
' and a smell of burned rubber
coming from kitchen equipment. The Murray Fire
Dcpanment. Campus Police
and Facilities Management
were notified. The state tire
marshal's office was also noti·
fie d.
8:18 p.m. An officer reported
trash from a pro~tram t•arlit'r
in the day behind Hester College. The officer spoke with
the College about clean up.
1

September 10
12:06 a.m. A caller requested
an officer check a group of

Monday

•U UIL 1be JoUI'De)' Church: Curris

•1 p.m. •week of Harvest" farming
preparations for winter; Land
Between the Lakes, Homeplace, free
•7 p.m. Constitution Day with Chief
Justice John D. Minton. Jr.; Industry
and Technology Building, Freed
Curd Auditorium, free

Center BaJlro()m
•U

Westem Mic~
Cutchin Field. free With Rfacer-

1.111. Soccer vs.

gall;

card
•2 p.m. Fall U~OOs P lowiq Celebration: Land Between the JAkes,
Homeplace, free
•2-.30 p.m. •zsth Annual Putnam
County S~s Bee..; Central Park:
Playhouse in the Park

Wednesday

e9 a.m. Uruversity department of occu·

Police Beat

Annu~

Sunday

Thursday

•Noon Home & Carden Cl~s: Murray
Art Guild, open to aU
•12:20 p.m. Baptist Campus MiniStrieS
(BCM) Luncheon; BCM Building, $1
•S p.m. SGA meeting; Curris Center
Ohio Room; open to the public
•8 p.m. ··Are Yoil ..Afraid of the Dark?"
sexual assault .stories told by actors;
Mason Hall Auditorium. free

Coming Up
•7 p.m. Friday. Mr.
MSU Pageant

•2 ~ "l..efs 'l'alk .e\bout Your Puture
Over Coffee" uadergraduate research

:proJects;

Curru

Today
•3 p;m. Soccer vs. Louisiana Tech;
Cuh:hin Field. free with Racercard

File photo

Center ThorQugh•

brewed cafe, free
•'l:ftl p,m Wot'Jhlp: BCM Building, free
-7:aO p.m. •food. IDe."; Curtis Center
Theater. Cree-7:30 p.m M allet Musk Recital; J.»er-

rlfYou would like an event ro appear in

I th'i_This Week section, fill out a form in

1

tormlng Arts HalL tree
•AU clay "'Malee of Grac;e" 2nd Annual
Cotn Maze; Locust Grove Baptist

Please submit events by noon on
Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee
all items received will be published.

Churcb.$3

people attempting to climh an
awning at Regems College.
The officer spoke to the
group and told them to not
climb onto the awning.
10:36 a.m. A caller at Richmond College requested office1·s check on a possible missing person. Ofticers loc:.tted
the person.
9:38 p.m. Kentucky State
Polict' notified Public Safety
of a ~ell phone hang·up
rc~orting possible criminal
activity to occur on campus.
Officers attempted to contact
the cell phone but were
unable to speak with the orignal caller.

get into an apartment on the
300 block of College Courts.
An officer verified with Hous·
ing that one person in the
group was the resident of the
apartment.
5:09 p.m. An officer reported
a vehicle in the Roy Stewart
Stadium parking lot had its
trunk left open with valuables
inside. The officer secured
the vehicle.

September 12
3:17 a.m. A caller reported
steam from a shower had acti·
vated a smoke detector at
Richmond College. Officers
and Central Plant were noti·
tied.
3:10 p.m. A caller at Regents
College reported an electrical
outlet had sparked. Officers,
the Murray Fire Department
and Central Plant responded.
The state fire marshal's office
was also notified.
5:54 p.m. A caller requested
the Mason Hall Auditorium
be unlocked. An officer
unlocked the room. ·

September 11
4:44 a.m. A caller at White
College requested an ofticcr
concernin~ a previous incident. Oflkers were notified
and arrc~tcd Matthias S.
Smith, fn•shman from Mayfield. Ky., tor alcohol intoxication in a public place.
4:ll p.m. An officer checked :1
group of people attempting to

The Murrar State News office at Ill
Wilson Hall, fax to 809·3175 or e-mail
information to thenews@
murraystatc.edu.

September 13
11:28 a.m. A caller requested
to speak with :Jn officer about
the possible unauthorized usl!
of a credit card. An .information report was taken.
12:31 p.m. A person at Public
Safety requested to speak to
an officer about an ongoing
problem with an acquaintance off-campus. An officer
spoke with the p\.•rson, took
an information report and
referred her to the county
attorney.
7:43 p.m. A fire :1larm was
activated on the Camen Tt!ch
Pavilion. Officers and the
Murray Fire Department
responded and determined it
was a smoke detc~tor activat·
ed by dust from work being
done in the building. The
state fire marshal's office was
notified.

September 14
1:35 a.m. A caller reported a
skunk in the area of Springer
College. Officers notified

Let's celebrate

September 13
6:06 p.m. Racer Patrol requested
an officer for a stolen parking sign
ncar Winslow Dinins Hall. A
report was taken for theft by
unlawful taking under $500.

Central Plant of the situation.
5:49 a.m. A caller reported a
problem with the freezer at
the Thoroughbred Room in
the Curris Cenh..•r. Central
Plant was notified.
6:01 p.m. A caller reported
several people trying to look
through the windows of
Mason Hnll. Officers were
notified and tht· people were
gone upon the officer's

lie Safety Building requt•sted
to register bicycle. Officers
were notified.
10:27 p.m. A caller on Gilber
Graws Road reported a suspicious vehicle parked by the
General Services Building.
Campus Police were notified.
but the vehicle was gone upon
arriv:.tl.

;~rrivnl.

Septem,ber IS ..

Motorist nssists - 1
Racer escorts - 5
Arrests ·I
~

ll:07 a.m. A caller" re~Or(ca "" ~tfisYant News F.difof Au~tin
• I E FI•
' J..
• l
, t
two people on ljw roof ot the • Rams'i.v comprles Polrce near
Biology Building. Officers
with materials provided by
were notified.
Publk Safety. Not aU dis3:10 p.m. A person at the Pubpatched calls arc listed.

ial occasions!

Lunch Hibachi starting at $6.75
Best Sushi and Fine Dinning & Hibachi
Lunch:
Everyday 11 am - 2pn1

Dinner:
Mon - Thu 4:00pn1 - 9:00pm
Fri - Sat 4:00pm - 10:30ptn
Sun 4:00pJn- 9:00pn1

www.shogumurray. com
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Robertson applies himself campus-wide
.
KatyHolmes
Contributing writer

"'This is the second in a three-part series profiling top University officials.
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, said he has
always known what he wanted to do as a career. Since he
entered the business field, he desired a position on a college
campus working with students, especially on a campus like Murray State.
Robertson said he loves his job and the variety of tasks he has
to complete throughout the day. He said he especially loves
working so closely with the students.
"I love the students that come to Murray State,'' he said. "So,
for me, I think this is the right fit for me. I'm very satisfied; this
is what I've always wanted to do."
Robertson said there is no such thing as a normal work day.
He said he arrives on campus at about 7 a.m. each day and first
checks his e-mail. A typical day includes several meetings over a
multitude of topics such as campus activities, student affairs and
Greek life.
Then, because he said having close relationships with students
is beneficial to his job, Robertson attends as many student activities as possible. He also tries to dine on campus with students
to keep up with campus activities.
He works closely with other University organizations. He said
he and his co-workers have a close relationship with the officials
at academic affairs, the financial aid office and even alumni. The
office of student affairs deals with student activities and campus
life. They are involved with all aspects of campus life, with the
exception of academics and intramural sports.
Robertson said lle llas two main goals in his position. One is
to ensure each student receives every opportunity possible.
However, he stated his number one goal is ensuring every student graduates.
He said if there was one thing he would want students to know
about his position is he is their advocate.
"My goal for every student is to leave Murray State with very
positive feelings about their campus life experience,'' Robertson
said.
Robertson is informed when an emergency or crisis happens
on campus, day or night. If a student is hospitalized, which typically occurs at least once a week, he likes to go and visit the student in order to ascertain any needs he or she may have, he said.
"I think I have the best job on campus,'' he said. "I get to work
Jirectl y with students. My job as vice president of student affairs
is to be what 1 consider the chief advocate for student needs and
concerns. I always look forward to coming into work."
He received his bachelor's degree from the University of
North Carolina, where he was a business major involved in campus activities. This experience led him to a new career in education. He also attended the University of Tennessee, earning a
degree in college student personnel and subsequently earned his

)ordie

doctorate at the University of West Virginia.
Robertson has been at Murray State since October of 1991 He
started out as chief student personnel officer. The position was
later renamed vice president of student affairs.
At last summer's orientation session, Robertson told incoming
freshmen and prospective students there are always activities
happening on campus. He gave them his business card so students could return home and tell their fami lies they know where
to go to look for social and other activities. Robertson said he
tries to s implify things by informing students of the open-door
policy in his office.
Nick Bagby, senior from Clarksville, Tenn., is working for
Robertson for his fourth year and said he enjoys doing so. Bagby
also said his favorite part of working for Robertson is the opportunity to understand how the University runs.

Conference addresses health hazards
Student, professor
present in China
Riordan Scalzitti-Sanders
Contributing writer
Brianna Cassidy, senior chemistry
major from Rochester, Minn.• presented
at an annual Society of Environmental
Toxicology and Chemistry conference
this summer. The goal of her presentation was to raise awareness about Bisphenoi-A, or BPA, usage and its effects from
water exposure, she said.
The conference was located in
Guangzhou, China and included many
different projects and lectures about the
effects of various industrial chemicals on
the human body, Cassidy said.
BP,A is a chemical commonly used in
the manufacturing of plastics, in everything from water bottles to shower curtains.
It has been linked to childhood Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder.
immune system problems in newborns
and other possible carcinogenic properties.
This chemicalllas already been banned.
in much of Europe and it is now facing
harsh scrutiny here in the U.S., Cassidy
said.
"The scientific debate is mainly on the
daily levels we can handle without any

long-term problems occurring,'' she said.
"The corporate debate is whether or not
the bottles even contribute enough to
cause people to worry about it at all It's
also a multi-million dollar industry. Of
course the corporations are going to try
to have research that supports BPA not
interfering with human health."
Cassidy's year-long research aims to
unbiasedly discover the effects BPA
chemicals have on the human body.
"I learned a lot more about how to present research and how to network," Cassidy said. "This research needs to have a
united front to gain the attention it
deserves.''
Cassidy explained more about her project.
"I compared brand name bottled
waters from local supermarkets,'' she
said. "1 analyzed how much Bisphenoi-A
was in the water. I then took samples
from Clarks River and the Land Between
the Lakes ancl Kentucky Lake. I also
checked out drinking fountain water and
wells.
"The results were that bottled water
and tap water had the same amount of
BPA in them. People don't realize that
PVC pipes also have BPA in them. Some
people think that copper pipes have been
replaced with a non-PVC or non-BPA
type. but this is actually false."
Bommanna Loganathan, a chemistry
professor at Murray State, co-chaired the
scientific conference.
"My student bought different bottles
from Kroger, Walmart and other busi-

ncsscs and tested them for the levels of
Bisphenol·A,'' Loganathan said. "We
were trying to see what could be learned
from the data in these samples."
Loganathan also gave a presentation at
the conference on BPA, addressing
detailed and precise parts of the chemical, he said.
The research comes at a time when
prenatal development and childhood discases are on the minds of Iliany citizens,
Cassidy said.
"It's important to note that none of my
samples were free of BPA," she said.
"Even natural water had detectable levels, probably due to pollution. Drinking
fountains were especially bad because of
all the extra tubing it must travel
through."
Ryan Lantrip, senior from Madisonville, Ky.. said he is glad the University
is conducting the research.
"1 would rather have a bunch of collegiate scholars do this work than the corporations who have a lot to profit by
keeping the status quo," Lantrip said. "It's
also great that our University is looking
at the implications of industrial waste in
our own backyards. which is something I
think has been left out of the national dialogue."
Cassidy urges people who are concerned to look for BPA free stickers and
markings on their plastic products, especially if they have newborns or are pregnant.

Contact Scalzitti-Sandcrs at riordan.scalzittisanders@murraystate.cdu

What role does a RESEARCH. SCHOLARLY OR CREATIVE PROJECT have?

Let's Talk About Your Future Over Coffee!
The Office of Undergraduate Research and Scholarly Activity
invites you to sit down with us and discuss your interest in
beginning an undergraduate research project. We will bring
along some of your student colleagues who have already
begun their projects and even some who have finished and
started another one.

We will provide you a FREE drink of your choice!

"He is always willing to help out," Bagby said. "He let me borrow a management book so I didn't h<1vc to buy it."
On top of his position as vice president of student affairs,
Robertson teaches two dasscs. One;• is a management course and
the other is a college student personnel course. He has six
interns. he said.
.
Univ~rsity President !~andy Dunn said Robertson is a valuable
asset to Murray State.
"The thing that to me is so valuable about (Robertson) is the
fact that not only does he serve as a manager over a wide part of
the University enterprise that's very important to our collective
life as a university campus, he doesn't let those high level duties
get in the way of being very much t:ngaged with student groups
ami individual students when necessary,'' he said.
Contact Holmes :u kholmcs4@murraystatc.cdu.

Across Campus
Masters offered at satellite campus
•rhe College of Business at Murray State's campus in Henderson, Ky., begins iL<; Mast.er's in Busines.s Administration
Sept. 24.
The 18-munth program indudes both weekend and online
classt.'S, many of whkh will be taught on Henderson Communicy Collt."ge's campus.
Applications for the program will be accepted through
Wednesday. Fees :tre $250.

Family donation makes an MSU legacy
Gary and Barbara Morgan's estate gift of $2 million to Murray State is the newest establishment to the Hold Thy Banner
High; The Campaign for the Students of Murray State Univers.ity program.
Funds from the family's future estate arc being put into the
"Gary A. and Harbara l. Morgan Sndowed Scbolarship 01 ..... a
scholarship to t1id students who participated in four semesters
of high sch•lOI band prngr.a ms.
The scholarship will favor students who worked or work
part-time iobs as well.

Professor presents students' work
Abdul Y;arli. ussociate professor of telecommunications sys·
tern m:magemenl, presented two papers co-authored by Mur·
ray State smdents at the International C()nference on Digital
Tc(c(:omtnunkation$ June 9 • U in Athens Greece.
Yarli presented "Unliccnsc.•d Mobile Access: Leading TeChnological Alternative in the .Fixed Mobile Convergence Staple"
and ''Fixed Mobile Convergence: The Convergence of Networks. Devices !tnd Services."
The second paper was award<:d the best paper at' the con•
ference and ~ill be published in lncemational ]outnals on
Adwwc:es in Tdecommunicatioll$, May 20ll.

·-~---------------------~

FREE APPETIZER
WITH
ANY FOOD

PURCHASE
----------------------\P.m.

Open: Mon-Wed
1 1 a .m. - 1
Thu - !iat
1 1 a.m. - Midnight
!iun
Noon - 9 p . m.
To- lin Line
Olne;;ln or canyout.

Thursday, September 23, 201 0
2:00- 4:00p.m.

i!70- 76i!-00i!i!

(Stop by at your convenience during this time)

Thoroughbrewed Cafe
(Located within Hart College)
If you have questions, please contact our office at 809.3192
msu.ursa@ murraystate.edu.
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Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, Is one of the University's most Important officials. He says he enjoys working with students most.
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Opinion Editor: Ca5ey Bradley
Phone: 809-5873

Our View

Leave alcohol for bars,
avoid student stereotype
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

I t's Thursday night in Murray and we all know what that
means: time to party. Tossing
books and papers aside, students
jump from restaurant to house to
apartment, enjoying the fast
approaching weekend, passing
bottles as quickly as gossip.
This is a relatively familiar
scene painted and played out in
every town. It is unfortunate how
easily students fall into a routine
of partying as soon as they are
loose from the parental leash, but
not entirely unexpected in this
day and age.
There's nothing wrong or
unforgivable about having fun on
the weekend with friends. After a
week of tests, research papers,
art projects and recitals, there is
nothing more relaxing and
refreshing than a jaunt around
town, playing social butterfly.
Dance parties (or even a random pick-up game in the quad)
are some of the best ways to
release tension from the week.
Tension release and parties
become problems, though, with
excessive drinking or when
underage students attempt to foil
the system, deciding to tap into
their rebellious side.
From an early age, parents,
public servants and academia
attempt to make it clear the
abuse or excessive use of any
substance is harmful, not only to
one's self, but also to surrounding people.
To a number of people under
the legal drinking age, though,
partying all night and indulging
in an illegal substance holds a
sort of glamorous appeal.

When inebriated, lines (literally) blur and decisions are made
easily, typically founded not on
logic but impulse. Fresh out of
high school, college newborns
stumble into their dorms, tripping over their poor decision to
drink. Accidents and regrettable
incidents are common occurrences when under the influence
of alcohol.
In a monitored building facility
in wh ich a variety of people
reside, blurring the lines of judgment is not advisable. Breaking
the rules, rules which are in
place for the safety and health of
stu dents, has consequences.
Students can easily find themselves without a place to kick up
their feet after a hard day of
school work simply for keeping a
coupl~ beers around. Is it really
worth getting kicked out of the
residential colleges? An experience made doubly worse if experienced the morning after a wild
night.
Instead of indulging at the end
of the week, explore oth er
options.
Parties can be just as, if not
more, fun without the added
haze of alcohol. Spending time
with friends and socializing does
not have to be done under the
influence.
If you do decide to go out for
drinks when the weekend
ar rives, do not abuse the liquor,
folks. Follow the common advice
of avoiding driving after a few
drinks and make sure to cat
something (blackouts are no
good).
When you are pushed from the
nest toward college, you are
expected to take responsibility
for your life.
Show the world you have control.

What do y•llilk ...

How doyou spend your weekends?
"I talk and hang out with my roommate
who is from Korea. Saturday mornings,
I go to scuba class. which is a lot of
fun."

J

Alison Rogers· Franklin, Tenn.

Junior
"I spend my Saturday and Sunday
evenings in a practice room in the Fine
Arts Hall. I don't really get out much."

Daniel Milam • Memphis. Tenn.
junior

"Sleep like a bear."
Grace Lauzon • Owensboro, Ky.
sophomore

Nate Brel~ford'The New$

Mountain of regrets piled high

Catnpus Voice

Contributor misses the point
I
am
writing to
respo n d
to
the
art i cle
submitted
by
Ted
Brown,
dean of
-~m~t~.a.;w.:,;,; the
colIege
of
Ben Morrow humaniSenior from
ties and
fine arts,
Murray
as a rebuttal to my "apparent misconceptions" of limited course offerings and the teachers' budget. ·
My original article did not
simply express my "concern
about the perilous economic
status of professors," although
that is one of the hot topics on
campus. I sought to bring
awareness to a specific issue in
the history department.
"A continued lack of diverse
options" and "a broader range
of course options" was the
ongoing theme of my .article,
along with opportunities for the
University to attempt creative
solutions to broaden its range of
academics.
It is interesting to me that
although Murray State's academic strength and quality of
courses was brought into question. it actually took words like
"tight-fisted" and "miserly" to •
break Brown's 20-year silence.
He missed my over-arching
desire fo r Murray State to
increase in scholastic depth and
instead defended the numbers.
Gold, it seems, trumps academia.
Brown did say the University
has "made a concerted and ded-

icatcd effort to keep the academic mission of the institution
always at the forefront despite
unprecedented budget constraints,"' a quaint addendum to
a lengthy presentation that
argued why Murray State cannot afford to compete academically.
Brown also added that "many
other universities are cutting
faculty, departments, and even
entire colleges." I would refer
these unemployed professors to
indeed.com and other job
search sites.
There are a large number of
openings for academic professionals at nearly every position
and university tier level across
Kentucky and Tennessee. For
example, will Murray State pay
an incoming tenure-track associate professor of economics a
$70,000 salary? The University
of Tennessee at Martin will.
Perhaps statcuniversity.com
would interest Brown, as it
ranks Murray State at ll42nd for
teacher pay.
To my originaJ point, I never
would have had to write my
article if I, as a history student,
had a single course of study that
focuses on "the great men and
empires of western history
prior to the last 1,500 years."
Frankly, a history curriculum
that happens to leave out most
of history is like a math department that ignores long division.
There is a whole realm of learning not being addressed here,
and academics, not money,
should be the overriding issue
for University officials.
For the record, I never
accused University officials of a
"scheme" or a "dark plot to

deprive students of needed
classes."
I have been given no practical
reason to believe, however, that
Murray State officials are using
ever y available resource to
advance Murray State's acade·
mic quality, not just student
quantity.
I wonder if number-crunching supersedes present academic needs in departments across
the University.
To this point, my intention
was not to single out Brown, as
he did me, or the college of
humanities and fine arts. One
line in my article which was
dropped due to lack of paper
space said ''A closer study
would reveal a similar trend in
the other departments," meaning University-wide.
I stand by my statements
including the so-called "$44,000
math error on (my) part." Students arc free to peruse the
school budget information at
Waterfield Library.
At $44,000 per opening, the
vacancies
remain
history
vacant.
Let's focus on the point: could
Murray State officials please
make a determined effort to
open up the options of study
wherever possible in the
departments
they
serve?
Should a student have to ask for
this?
Money is becoming a tired
excuse. I suggest that budgetary
quibbles are not an adequate
explanation for anemic curricula.
These issues are the very
challenges that officials like
Brown arc handsomely paid to
overcome.
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Remembering 9/11
through the years
Within
the transition
from childhood to adulthood. there
exists
a
countless
number
of
moments, all
begging to be
Jordie Oetken remembered;
Photography
millions
of
Editor
fragments of
time blurred
into the fuzzy haze, our past.
Amongst these individual memories, the majority of America
shares a single horrible memor)'
that should stand out beyond virtually all others.
However, the significance of
Sept. 11, 2001 seems to have faded
so drastically in lilH:h a small
expanst.• of lime that we're left
among a population who nine
years ago promised to always
remember, yet appe:1rs to have
already forgotten.
On 9/11, I was in sixth grade. I
I-.-new something tragic had happened to a very large :1mount of
people, yet a child's empathy is
llecting and forgetful. and therefore I can hardly fault myself for
being incapable to understand the
magnitude of such a catastrophe.
Today, I'm 20 years old.l have my
own car, my own apartment, my
own job, my own life and r no
longer have any excuse.
This Sept. 11 I was in l.ouisville
with mr family. For the first time
in nine years, I watched the planes
hit the World Trade Center,
watched people make the choice
to jump from skyscrapers rather
than be crushed by rubble or
burned alive. Sitting l)n the couch
watching the broadcast re-air, it
hit me that the biggest tragedy in
mr lif~ i~ my car's empty tank: of
gas.
In comparison to 9/11, my world
is perfect; so many of our worlds
are perfect. So many of our feeble
problems arc rendered insignificant. The New York Times estimates that .roughly 2,752 lives
were lost on that dar nine short
years ago, putting mr concern for
gas-prices going up three cents
into perspective relatively quickly. It's been st~1ted that 9/11 is the
Pearl Harbor of this generation.
I'll admit, I know an incredibly
small amount ubout the world, but
in my eyes the day may carry a
slight!>· heavier burdc•n.
On the morning of 9/U, people
woke up in their own beds, not in
military hunks. They didn't grab
their carbine rifles because they
made the conscious choice to risk
their lives for their country; they
instead made breakfast for their
children, or watched the news, or
grabbed Stnrbucks.
These were people like your
best friend, your big brother, your
aunt, your father; people just like
you, who left for work in the
morning and never came home.
While I believe if's safe to say that
no one will likely forget such a
tragedy anytime snon, nine years
is a vt.•ry long opportunity in
which to accumulate memories

Check itl
• The News Facebook opinion forum:
Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now
exclusively online at
thenews.org
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Drug Administration
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of antibiotics
on m eat producing farms. FinalJy!

Cheers to ... Blake

and thereby distance ourselves
from a single one.
As a part of a generation who
was too young to understand at
the time, 1 know how incredibly
easy it is to discount something
you don't even fully remember,
something you never completely
grasped. Yet today, hundreds of
miles away from New York as we
live our sheltered lives, the entirety of this nation appears to have
allowed their respect to fade and
we're left with almost nothing t.o
signify a day whose significance
should rise above so many others.
With this collective neglecting of
a memory, nine years after 9/11
the number of American !lags on
neighborhood
streets
has
decreased to almost none.
No businesses are closed, no
employees stayed home with their
families and so many fail to understand that there arc approximately 2,752 people who should be
alive today, each a different person with their own childre.n,
spouses; with memories of their
own, dreams of their own, pasts of
their own; 2,752 futures that come
to an abrupt halt within a matter
of hours. I understand that when
horrible things happen. it achieves
nothing to dim the lights and wallow in the sadness that echoes
after calamity.
The world has to move on. It's
very unrealistic to try and stop the
universe every September lith,
but there's nothing keeping us
from slowing it down just a little
bit.
We don't have to lock the doors
to our Walmarts or ~·ut to puwcr
to our traffic lights, but the annual
commemoration of this tragedy
has nothing to do with religion
nor culture, and it is therefore
possibly the single day out of 365
tqat holds the ability to unify a
very diverse country under one
collective awareness: not through
race, nor orientation, nor religion,
nor nationality, but through memory. No one forgets where they
were on 9/11: no one needs the
half-staff flag as a reminder of the
date itself.
However, what people seem to
have forgotten is to make the conscious effort to fully remember.
The homework will be there
tomorrow, the office isn't going
anywhere.
There are 364 days to live out
the details of our lives and the
only thing stopping us from stepping back for a mere 24 hours is
our own self-obsession.
We take a day for Martin Luther
King Jr. and close our offices: we
take a day for St. Patrick and go to
the bars with our friends; we take
a day for Columbus and discount
prices at every store in the mall:
we remember these single days
for these single lives. Multiply a
single life by 2,752.
Resist time's temptation into
generalizing the memory of 9/11.
Think of the thousands whose
lives were rippt•d apurt on that
day and understand we must
always make the conscious choice
to honor their memory; that we
owe it to them to i1ever forget.
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by Alex Lane

Instilled at an early
age, people learn
various etiquettes.
From a casual barbe·
cue grill out at the
block party to a ritzy
holiday dinner or
celebration, there
are common practices that should be

obse~ved .by all.
Th1s bnngs me to
Opinion Editor my topic. Elevators.
These contraptions
are in just about every building on campus and are a constant excuse to forego
the stairs. Since my first semester at the
University, I have used the elevator in
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Center to travel to the sixth and seventh floor on a regular basis.
During my waits, I've noticed a confused handful that believe the closer they
are to the doors, the sooner they will be
able to board the elevator. There's more
than one problem with this notion.
Boarding the elevator first means you'll
be pushed to the back, which means more
than likely you'll be the last to leave, or
cause uncomfortable shu£fling when
your stop arrives. Then there's the matter of people being able to exit the elevator. If there are people blocking the only
exit, how in the world are you ever going
to get onto the elevator ·i n the first place?
Secondly, there is a limit to the number
of people who can reasonably share an
elevator. We've all seen them, those last
minute students that power walk or
quickly stumble toward the closing doors
of the elevator, pleading for everyone to
hold the process. If the people in the ele·
vator are elbow-to-elbow, there seriously
is no room left. On the opposite end of
the spectrum, there's also the awkward
individuals who don't realize how much
space there is in an elevator.
I'm sure you've experienced it tit one
time or another. There's just you and one
other person riding the bathroom-sized
lift, for some reason your clevmor part·
ncr is practically breathing down your
neck. Do you need to be that close? No,
you don't. Even in the event that the cle·
vator cable snaps and we arc falling to
our unpleasant, fast approaching futures,
stay on the other side of the elevator or
else we're ~oing to have some unfriendly
1
wordS (ne•tllcr death ~or afterlife will
, quiet my annoyance).
Finalty, music students. The floorS'
commonly habited by the musically
inclined arc the third and fifth In the tall
art building as well as the second and
third floors of Old Fine Arts. All of these
floors are also accessible by the ever popular stairs. More than once I've found
myself running up the stairs to the sixth
or seventh floor, inhaler in one hand and
notebook in the other, because the elevator seems to be traveling between the
fifth and third floors exclusively, and I
cannot be late for class. Do you really
need to take an elevator for two floors?
Especially when you're going down? Simply put, no.
It makes sense to take a lift between
tloors if you're transporting a heavy
instrument that could easily knock a fellow student over the railing in the stairwell, but not all music students arc that
burdened. Commonly, students will
board the elevator at the second floor of
Old Fine Arts to travel to the next floor.
This is ridiculous for a number of rcasons. First, the student has to pusl}
through a packed elevator just to exit on
the other side. Second, it's one floor people. I mean, come on. After living two
years in a residential college with just
three floors and no elevators, I know one
tlight of stairs will not kill you (I'm still
here, after all), much less three.
We all like the elevator, but for the
sake of sanity, keep in mind that you're
not the only person riding.

Casey Bradley

ill-kept environ·
ment of Winslow

Imagine you've graduated from
college, a scary thought for many
of you. You have been in your
career for a number of year:;. You
hayc a beautiful spouse and lovely
children. You tried not to be that
obnoxious stage mom or stage dad,
but your children arc involved in a
few extrn curricular activities.
One particular activity requires
nn after school performance. You
arrive early to get the best seats
and to set up your video camera to
capture little Susie's solo. Of
course your child isn't the only
student participating. There is a
multitude of other parents .in :llten·
dance, .111 supporting their l'hlldrcn. You dap fllf every performer
:ts if they were your own child. The
curtain closes.
As the curtain opens, little Susie
is about to perform Franz Schube,rt's "F.rlkoni~" No one can clap
because as soon the curtain opens,
the pianist starts with a cascade of
triplet eighth notes. Thankfully.
you studied thb song for voice and
piano in your German 202 course.
Little Susie is singing of fright,
compassion, and ultimat<.'ly death.
Right in the middle of the father
trying to console his ill and dying
son, a herd of people leave their
scats, throw their programs down.
and head ~.mt of the performance
hall. You are stunned. You are
ungry und sad all at the :;ame time.
The noise w:1s so loud your child's
performance had to be slopped.
You are probably scratching
your head right now. Thinking
things like where in the world is
this going or how do you pronounce ''Erlkonig." Well, I can't
hdp you with the latter, but this is
definitely going somewhere.
On September ll I was at Roy
Stewart Stadium for the kick-off of
the Racer football season. The
game started off great. The lead
kept switching back and forth. We
would score a touchdown, get a
field goal and then Southeast Missouri State University would do
the same thing.
However, in the fourth quarter
things took a turn for the worse.
Thc scow was 17-17.
When we wen~ un the offensive,
we misst•d <>ur opportunity to
score 11 touchdown. SEMO gained

Elevator lave hate letter

Jeers to ... people get-

Cheers to .•. Harris-

Impolite behavior
present at Racer
sporting event

Randomly Penciled

control llf the ball because Wt'
failed to get a tina down. They
scored a touchdown, taking the
score to 17-23. Ultimately, the
game ended in SEMO's favor, 1730.
I was hummed just like everyone

else. but I was bummed way before
the game ended. Let me take you
back to 8:38 p.m. in the fourth
quarter. Even though we arc down,
I'm on my feet supporting my Racers. If you know me. then you
know 1 abhor any sport that isn't
live. However, when there is n
team representing the college I
will obtain my bachelor's degree.!
from, I'm going to support that
team.
Simply put, when I turn around
and :;ec mort· than half oft he stadium ll!aving bt>~·ausc they are predicting we arc going tu lose, I get
pissed. Pissed bccauSL~ they were
leaving.
That's when the}' need your support the most. Instead of supporting, you walk out and gripe about
how bad the footbaU team is going
to be again .this year. That~ a pisspoor w,ay to look a~ tl}jpg~ 11.0d isn'~
what I want other schools conceiving as Racer Pride.
Last March, when the University
basketball team made it to the second round of the NCAA tournament and lost, you didn't walk out
on them.
You consoled them and told
them what a great season thl!y'd
had and reminded them there's
always ne.xr year.
Why not do the same for our
football team? They both generate
revenue and publicity for our
school.
Wh)' not support all of your
cbssmates, peers and friends
instead of alknating one specific
group because their win to Joss
ratio isn't what you'd like it to be?
In the beginning of this article, I
painted a picture for you. We the
students are supposed to be our
sports teams' biggest fans. At the
team's lowest moments, you need
to be there, reminding them of our
support, just as you would with
your child.
Regardless the outcome of any
Racer football game, I'll be in the
stands with my clarinet in one
hand and cheering right along w.ith
the chcl·rlcadcrs up until the
buzzer sounds. Will ~·ou join me?

Cornelius llockt•r,
jurJiur from Grct•nvillc. Ky.

Go online at thenews.org for exclusive
online content related"to this column.

Contact Bradley at cascy.br.1dley@
murraystate.edu
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Well, Hey There Murray State

Ouidditch on my mind
Okay, before I ~tart,
I need to give you :1ll

a warning: I am a
pretty big nerd. Any·
one who knows me
can attest to this. The
problem is I also real·
ly love sports; l
played four different
sports in high school
Drew
(not very well, mind
Hursey
you), but regardless,
having that back· Assistant Sporu Edttor
ground, most people would assume 1 am
a stereotypical jock.
Let me assure you, this is not the case.
I love all the "Lord of the Rings", "Star
Wars", NBatman" and "Harry Potter"
movies, but never "Twilight" - I'm not
joking, I saw the latest ''Twilight" movie
this summe-r with hope it would be bet·
ter than the first one. Without being too
judgmental here, it was hanJs down the
worst decision I made all summer.
I am obse:;sed with the "Harry Potter"
books; it is where my true nerd rises to
the surface to shine through.
Some people arc probably saying to
themselves, "Who cares if you read
'Harry Potter' and love the movies.
there are like a billion 15·ycar·olds that
do too?" For those of you who are think·
ing this.l am going to prove my "nerdi·
ness" by showing you some examples.
I read the bst book in less than 36
hours, not hecause of the speed 1 possess when reading, but because I locked
myself in my room with no one allowed
to enter.
lf 1 needed food, 1 would go make a
PB&J and sprint back downstairs and
eat while reading. Sleep was unn~.:ccs·
:;ary :1s wen.• showers if Harry was bat·
tling Voldcmort. My little brother,
unfortunately, can attest to aU of this.
However, it docs not end here. I have
gone to every midnight release of the
"Harry Potter" movies since the third
movie came out (I'm sure I wtmld have
gone to other!! too, but I was like 12, so I
was in bed probably three hours before
the movie even started, but that's com·
pletcly beside thl~ point). I have been tO
the new Wizarding World of Harry Potter at Universal Orlando three times
and it has only been open since June.
Even more, my best friend is getting
married in November and I was fortu·
nate enough to be asked to be in his
wedding. Before I said yes to being in
the wedding, though. I had to check to
see if the wedding would coincide with
the release of part one of the last movie
(I'm joking. 1 didn't reully do that, but
how crazy would it be if I actually did?)
Out of all these things. the thing that
best proves my borderline psychiatric
obsession is my wand - yes. 1 said it. I
own ;t Harry Potter wand, and it is awe·

Volleyball

Conference schedule
brings hope for Racers
Kyra Ledbette r

S()mc!

Staff writer

You are probably wondering how this
ties into the sports section, well here it
goes. About n Wl'Ck ago. I started think·
ing about all the sports in the world and
how popular they arc, but then I began
wondering what is the most popular
sport?
From an international perspective,
soccer is the most popular. In the U.S..
football is the unrivaled king of sports. I
love both these sports, but in all hon·
esty, l don't know if I have a favorite
sport; sometimes it is football, baseball
or soccer.
l am an equal opponunity lover when
it comes to sports. Then my inner nerd
found its way into the argumenL with
this thought: how awesome would it be
if Quidditch were a real sport?
I am not talking ;~bout the one rhat
people play in the Quad, but the one
that actually uses flying broomsticks. It
would be the most popular sport in the
world, bands down.
Just imagine, on Friday nights the
whole campus of Murray t:1ilgating outside of Roy Stewart Stadium to see our
Quidditch team take off on flying
brooms and chase a little golden ball
with wings.
Once I realized I had too much time
on my hands, I decided to think who
would be on the team, so after much
deliberation, here is the Murray State
Quidditch team:
•Seeker - Isaiah Canaan
•Keeper -Tara Isbell
•Chasers - Marcus Harris, Rachael
lsom and Katelyn Jones
•Beatl•rs - Kayleah Sauer and, lac;t
but not least, the biggest Beater in
the history of Quidditch, Paul Lewis.
· How gMd could we be( l don't know
bbcause it's not real, but 1 do know that
iflit was a real sport Quidditch would be
a \vorldwide phenomenon.
tf you don't believe me, here is my
last'< efrort to convince you: They will be
playing a sport on FLYING BROOMSTICKSII
Contact Hursey at drew.hursey@
murraystatc.edu.

Three weeks into the season, the
Racers take on their first confer·
ence foes in hopes of garnering
early victories difficult to come by
last year.
Following a season plagued with
injuries and doubt, Murray State
seems to be emerging from the tri·
als of a disappointing 2009 season
after promising preseason play.
"Last conference season was
injury after injury after injury,"
Head Coach David Schwepker said.
"Halfway through (graduated
senior) Cassie Chesney wasn't in
and we didn't have people who
could step up and play defense, and
so we gave up so many routine digs
and then we just couldn't control
the ball enough to be able to win."
However disheartening last sea·
son was, the Racers return to d1c
conference with an almost identi·
cal lineup and much improvement.
"Everybody's bette.r this year, so
if we do have injuries we can put
other people in," Schwepker said.
''They're not going to be as good as
say, the regular defensive person,
but still they're going to be pretty
good. So I'd think it's going to be
better than last year.''
However. a stronger bench may
not be enough to stagger the
upcoming competition. The Racer·
s' first conference opponent,
Austin Pcay State University,
comes to the table with a record of
9·1 compared to Murray State's 3-7.
Last season, Murray State split
with APSU, defeating them 3·1 at
home but falling 3·0 on the road.
"They're coming in with a lot of
confidence and they've got their
stuff together," Schwcpker said.
"I've watched them on film and
they don't make a lot of mistakes
and they don't give up a lot of
points. Teams get frustTated and
try harder and harder and make
errors. Austin Pcay just capitalizes

F1le photos by Nate Breslforc:l

Sauer plays defense during a match against EKU last season In Racer Arena

Head Coach David Schwepker encourages the team during a time out.

..

on all of that. They seem very
mature."
Following the Racers' Friday
matchup with APSU comes :moth·
er away game, this time against
Tennessee State University.
TSU enters conference playwith
a 2-6 preseason record. Despite
this less than impressive record
and the Racers two 3·0 defeats of
the Tigers last season, Schwepker
considers TSU a formidable oppo·
nent.
"Tennessee State is very power·
ful," Schwepker said. "What I've
seen on film with them is that they
jump well, hit the ball hard.
They've got a lot of great athletes
out there playing. They're strug·
gling right now because they've
had their setter out for the most
part of the season. But it looks like
they've gotten back on track."
Finally, MUrrl\y State takes on
UT-Martin, who make their way to
the conference season with the
least impressive record of the three
with two wins and eight losses,
Thursday.
"Martin, right now. might be
struggling somewhat, but we don't
even know who's struggling,
because you never know if they've
played really good competition or
if they're struggling . as a team/'
Schwepker said. "We really won't
know until we see everybody.''
As for the Racers, Schwcpkcr
said that gaining confidence and
doing a better defensively on the
front row al'e going to be key for a
successful season.
"Blocking, we're working on
blocking." Schwepker said. "Even
ifjt only happens once in a set, but
you've got to take care of that one
time. But if we can get that down I
think everything else will just fall
into place."
Murray State play its first match
in Racer Arena on Saturday against
SIU·Edwardsville.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.
ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
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Season in full
W ill Cartwright

Carrico and junior William Hunt both shot 213
for the three rounds and shared second place for
the tournament. Sophomort• Dustin Gosser
The weather has been nice lately and so have
placed fifth with a 215 and senior Hunter Ford
the Racers.
took sixth place in the 60-man tleld with a 216.
" ~t was a really strong tournament for us, but
Both the mt~n·s and women's teams competed
next week we will have a little different mix of
in tournaments this week and will continue next
tl'<II11S at Louisvile which we usually do not play
week.
against,'' Hunt said.
The men's golf team travels to Louisville to
play at the Cardinal Club. There. they face some
The women's golf team participated in the
Drake Creek Invitational In Ledbetter, Ky., on
high caliber teams they normally do not play.
Coach Eddie Hunt believes that it will ben litMonday and Tuesday.
tle tougher competition compared to some of the
The team ..:arne out to a ,sluggish start in the
opening round by carding a 329,
teams they played this week.
The women's golf team
but heated up with the after..In my years coaching colle- noon weather, posting a 297 in
heads to Cjncinnati, Ohio, to
play the Cincinnati Fall Fest
tli<.• second round to earn a
giate golf~ I have never seen fourth
at Elks Run Golf Club. 11lis
place spot after lhe first
day.
comes after the team took
anything like this ever...
third place earlier in the
Senior Caroline Lagerborg
- Eddie Hunt
week at the Drake Creek
posted a 77 in the fi rst round
Invitational in Ledbetter, Ky.
Men's Head Coach on finishing
and a 73 in the second round to
This week the men's golf
shoot a 150 to earn a spot in
40 strokes ahead of competition
third place after the first day of
team compt•ted in the
Wasiota Winds Fall Kick-Off
play. On Tuesday Lagerborg
shot a 77 to earn her a fourth place finish, the best
in Pineville, Ky. The Racers came out of the
gates strong in the first two rounds the first day
finish of her collegiate career.
and earned a 21-shot lead after posting a 284 and
Coach Velvet Milkman said she was impressed
by the way the Racers c.:ame back and played well
a 282 for a combined 566.
On Tuesday, the team opened up its lead and
in the last two rounds.
ended up winning the tournament by an out"I am pleased with our performance, and I
standing margin of 40 strokes.
thought Caroline played very well,'' Milkman
The team was a combined 19 strokes under par
said.
with an 845 scorecard. The second place Belmont
The other members of the women's team had
Bruins shot an 885. Hunt said that this margin of
solid scores. Freshman Delancy Howson came in
victory is a great accumplishmcnt rhis early in
ninth place with a 229 scorecard, freshman Alex
Lcnnartsson and sophomore Alii Weaver both
the year.
"In my years coaching Cllllcgiate golf. I have
shared 21st pla;,;e with a 235 and senior Alex Hinnever seen anything like this ever," Hunt saiJ.
tercgger rounded out the team with 265 which
l'arnl!cl her a 54th place finish.
The Racers were: led by sophomore Patrick
Ncwcomh from Bt·nton, Ky. Newcomb shot a 67
The Racers also had two other members of the
team who were playing as individuals in the tourin the morning and a 71 In the :~fternoon totaling
a 138 on Monday and then on Tuesday morning
nament. Junior Morgan Cross posted a score of
shot a 70 to put him eight under for the tourna237 to earn a 25th place and freshman Leah Eisenment with a total of 208. The score earned him
hauer plac~d 55th with a 286.
first place and the first win of his young carct:'r.
Both teams have matches Monday and TuesUPatrick had a really strong tournament. and I
day. The men travel to Louisville to play at the
think he will have a great year," Hunt said.
Cardinal Club and the women go to play in the
The rest of the Racers in the top five starling
Cincinnati Fall Classic at the Elks Run Golf Club.
lineup shot par l)r better, another outstanding
C()ntact Cartwright at william.cartwright@
achievement accnrding·to Hunt. Senior Cameron
murraystttte.epu.
Staffwdter

File photo/Nate Brelsford

Senior Hunter Ford p(epares to tee off Ina tournament last year. Ford took sixth place this week.

Softball

1bings looKing up fOr team
Sophie McDonald
Staff writer

File photo'Derek Miller

Senior centerfielderJenna Bradley slaps a hit in a game last season.
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After their first season as a division one team. the softball players
are back in a<.1ion this weekend to
show the community and conference their improvement and passion. Saturday's home game. a
doublc-he<tder
against
the
Shawnee Saints, is the lirst of
eight home games thls season.
"We're excited to be hack on
the field," Head Coach Jay ltyron
,said. "The returners arc working
hard and they're in a position now
where they know what to expect.
They know what the opposition is
going to be like, what our
demands as coaches are of them
and they can pass that along to
new players."
After completing the sprin~
season with a 22-29 record, Pyron
said the team continues to develop despite losing a couple players.
''We've brought in live new
players and we feel like our tall:nt
is better, our chemistry is better
and we feel like in pretty much
every nn~a the personnel we have
this year is better than last year,"
Pyron said.
~
·
Of the 13 returning players, fiw
are seniors and worked with
Pyron to build the program and
offer experience and leadership
to the team.
"They'll be a really tough group
to replace,'' Pyron -'aid. "The
leadership they're going to bring
and the experience they haw now
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after they've been through their
third season, first at division one,
is going to do a lot for our prob'1'31Il and building the foundation.
not only for us to hopefully win
the championship this )'car but
for the future."
Among the graduating class is
centerfielder Jcnna Bradley. who
said she is confident this season
will sec improvements.
"We're looking for bigger a nd
better thlngs this year," Bradley
said. "Last year we struggled a little bit considering it was our first
year, but now we have our feet on
the ground and we're ready to
go."
Despite preseason nerves,
Bradley said excitement is the
overarching emotion.
"It's my last year and I want it
to be a good one," Bradley said. "l
know the younger girls are going
to want it their senior year nnd
they want it now, but this year is
more for us seniors than anyone
else."
That sort of heart and motivation is common among the players. Pyron said.
"We talk to tht.• te3m a lot about
what it is they expect to achieve
.md what thlngs they want as a
unit," Pyron said. "Our team is
pretty self-motivated, they have a
good idea of what they want to
achieve and reminding them of
those things helps motivate them
every day and push them to their
max."
One of thosc athletes is junior
utility player Megan Glosser who

0 p1n1
. ·onated~•
The Murray State News Opinion Forum

has her sights on the next level.
"1 feel a lot better about this
year. we have a lot of good players coming in and everyone is
working really hard," Glosser
said. "I have high expectations for
myself and the team as a whole,
there's no reason we can't do
what we came here to do."
This week, Pyron said the
coaching staff has been pushlng
the team in simulated games, live
pitching and live hitting, putting
them in the best position for Saturday.
"(The game) should be fun. a
good opportunity to see what we
have," Pyron said. "We expect to
play well, but it's the first time
we'll be together as our new
team."
Pyron said he and thl' team are
excited to play all eight home
games this fall, giving fans. family
and fellow students ample opporrunity to watch and show their
support.
Sophomore pitcher Shelby Kosmecki said the team is eager to
prove themselves to the conference.
"1 think competition wise we're
right there with l'Veryone and
now after having a year ttnder our
belts playing with everyone, l feel
that it's going to be a really suc·
cessful year,'' she said.
The sea<;on opener begins at
I p.m. Saturday at Racer Softball
Field at Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Contact
McDonald
at
smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

Join the Jasmine Crew
Think you' re a good server
or bartender?
If so, fill out an
application at
Jasmine Murray KY
Servers need for day and night.
Bartender need for weekends.

270.761.THAI
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Football

Win slips away
Dylaa Stlasoa
Staff writer
It's been a while since the Murray State
Racers and Central Arkansas Bears have met
on the football field. The last time the two
played was in 1940 when World War II had
just begun. After a long break from each
other, the two are set to battle again at 6 p.m.
Saturday in Conway, Ark.
The Central Arkansas Bears are 2-0 this
season and have outscored their opponents
84-27 with a talented offense averaging 480.5
all-purpose yards per game.
CAU quarterback Nathan Dick, who last
played for Arkansas, has thrown for 518
yards with three touchdowns through the
two outings, but struggled in their game last
week versus Eastern Illinois. Kenneth Robey
is Dick's go-to receiver. Robey has caught 13
passes this season for 174 yards and three
touchdowns. CAU also has a strong rushing
attack, averaging 188 yards per game on the
ground.
According to Head Coach Chris Hatcher,
the Racers will have to improve their tackling and defensive play if they are going to
have any success this week.
"The thing right now that's just wearing us
out is we missed 29 tackles the first game,
(and) missed 43 the other night," Hatcher
said. "You got to want the ball, You got to be

out there and want them to come your way
defensively and not everybody is Uke that.
We don't have everybody wanting the ball to
come their way and until we get that we're
not going to be as successful as we want to
be."
Although the Racers have had a slow start
this season, going G-2, Hatcher said they are
staying optimistic and not letting the losses
hinder their will to win.
According to senior quarterback Jeff
Ehrhardt the slow start to their season has
actually helped them be more motivated and
ready for a win.
"We're all pretty excited, as excited as we
were last week," Ehrhardt said. "I think
we're that much more hungry and that much
more excited to go play this week. I know for
me Saturday can't get here quick enough."
"For the first time we're all expecting to
win games so then when we don't and you
lay it all out there and you emotionally
invest ln 60 minutes of the game it hurts a lot
more to lose."
Ehrhardt said he and the Racers have
moved on from last week's loss and shifted
their focus to this week's game.
"We're on to this week now preparing for
Central Arkansas," he said. "I think we're
going to move on and get a win."

Contact Stinson
mu"aystate.edu.

at

dylan.stinson@

Photos hy Rick Burrl'i!Thf! Nt·w~

ASEMO defender breaks up a pass to freshman receiver Arthur Brackett In the 30-17 loss at Stewart StadiiiD.

Coach Chris Hatcher watches on In the loss to SEMO.

Joolor ru1111nQ back Dexter Barnett catches a pass.

Defensive backs Dontrell Johnson and Brandon Wicks combine to make a play In the C)lme aoalnst SEMO.

Racer Women s Soccer 2010

Murray State
vs
L.A. Tech
Friday, Sept. 17
Game Time: 3 p.m.

at
Cutchin Field

Admission is Free for everyone~

FREE Pizza and Soft Drinks
for All MSU Studentsl

-

U NIQUE M EXICAN FOOD • C AJUN SPECIALS
D ELI S ANDWICHES • BBQ • SOUPS
B EST S ALADS IN TOWN
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L UNCH SPECIALS
N ON-SMOKING AVAILABLE
P RIVATE ROOMS FOR MEETINGS/ PARTIES
EXPANDED DECK

S"\llJRil~\' 25'rH : Pl-t\SE

6

lJ\'E Mt:SIC f=YER\' 1-,11CI{SI>AY
SEPTE~IBER 23TH : HALO STEIH·:o
Corner of lOth & Arcadia •

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres
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Channel Surfing

fuur Spider-Men unshatter dimensions

During my "mix CD"
phase l bad one made
entirely of low-quality television theme
songs.
No, seriously. It was
pretty epic, too. I
made sure to get all of
my favorites at the
time, plus a lot of old
school themes I loved
to sing along to.
Only on my mLx
could you go from the
fun and fantastic "Fraggle Rock" theme
to the epic "Buffy the Vampire" score,
from "Gilmore Girls" to Disney's
"Gummi Bears."
(You remember the one: ''Gummi
Bears! Bouncing here and there and
everywhere. High adventure that's
beyond compare. They are the Gummi
Bears.")
I've been thinking a lot about theme
songs. A few nights ago l couldn't fall
Photo courtesy of tgn.com
asleep, and because Disney Channel goes
Spider-Man and his massive web-hammer mete out justice. which, coincidentally, is the name of the fan-fie open In my other winto Playhouse programming earlier than
dow. Oh yes, It's THATkind of fan-fie. The sticky kind. Wlth webbing. What did you think?
they used to, I found myself watching
Nick at Nite.
7207. This Spider-Man is a Peter
"God of War." And the Ultimate
tunu!s to new attacks.
"The Nanny" was starting, and the
levels usc u lot of massive areas to
Parker from an alternate 1933. He
O n Monday, Tycho from Penny familiar theme brought back fond memoreceives his powers from a mystic
explore with almost relentless comArcudc called the game fanscrvicc. I ries of watching the show and not quite
spider bite and/or spider god. The
bat.
He isn't wrong. It's essentially a ' getting all of the jokes.
Levels are scored based on how
Noir line, introduced in 2008, is a
ncrdgasm on a disc for fanboys.
But. as I watched the theme - one of
darker, grittier line based on film
well you string together combos in
The game is a return to level-based, my favorites, as it explains the premise of
linear play from the more open- the show in a catchy jingle - I realized
noir ideas and pulp stories. He is
combat, the amount of collectibles
voiced by Christopher Daniel Barns
world sandbox play of say "Spider- something: l don't know all of the words.
you find throughout the lc\·cl. and
who voiced Spider-Man in the
the amount of time it takes to clear
Man: Web of Shadows" but it's fun
You know when you're riding in the
a level.
1990s series "Spider-Man: The Ani·
enough to make up for it. Essential· car with someone, and a popular track
mated Series."
The gameplay is v:tried and interly, the game is a can't-miss for fans comes on the radio and the person you're
Lastly, there is 2099 Spider-Man
esting, but It can have a fairly steep
but a long, dramatically drawn-out with starts singing along? They don't
from the 2099 Universe or Earthlearning curve. Boss tights in partic'no' for anyone else.
quite know the words, so they kind of
928, introduced in 1992. This Spiular can bl! trying. The game does"Spider-Man: Shattered Dimen• mumble and make sounds?
der•Man is Miguel O'Hara. a genetin't try to hold your hand; you're
slons" is currently available on the
Y cab, for years I've been doing that
cist in the year 2099 who is
thrown into a fight and it's pretty
PC, PlayStation3, Xbox 360, Wii and
with "The Nanny" theme song.
attempting to create a super hero
much up to you to figure out how to
Nintcndo OS. The ESRB has rated it
Seriously. "beguiling"? "Joie de vivre"?
T for Teen on the Wii, t>S3 and l had to use some closed captioning and
based on stories of the amazing Spiwin. If you spend 20 straight minder-Man. His genetic code is parutes dying, then Madame Web will
Xbox 360 and ElO+ for the DS.
do a Google search to confirm these
tially rewritten in an accident,
chime in with a hint of varying
Contact Arant at cody.arant@
things, because all along 1 thought they
granting him Spider-Man-esque
murraystate.edu.
helpfulness (from "hit that particusaid "' well, I didn't know, but not that!
lar spot" to "you need to find some
powers. He is voiced by Dan
In other theme song news, "One Tree
Gilvezan who voiced Spider-Man
way to win, dumhass").
Hill" premiered Tuesday. During season
on the 1981 series "Spider-Man and
There is also a character
five the show dropped Gavin DeGraw's
His Amazing Friends."
advancement system, similur to
"I Don't Wanna Be" as the theme song,
what y11u'll find in most RPGs and
Each Spider-Man's levels arc
instead using a title card to have an extra
played slightly differently. The
most specifically "Final Fantasy X."
45 seconds of episode.
Amazing levels are usually pretty
The Web of Destiny is essentially
Now, in season eight (or season gr8. as
Zero lives: Not worth a quarter
combat-heavy but also feature
the Sphere Grid from FFX. You
they say on their twitter), the show is
~tended sequences of web-slingunlock points on the Web by comin the arcade
once again using the tune, though it may
ing. The Noir levels are about
pleting certain tasks; for example
One life: About as much fun as an
not be as familiar.
s~altb, avoiding detection-while
im;siblc wall
hitting a certain-enemy-type-with a
"11ii'S'Weele ttiey used DeGraw..s vertaking down bad guys, straight out
certain attack type x number of
Two lives: Nice way to waste a
sion, but throughout the season they will
weekend
of "Batman: Arkham Asylum." T he
times. This rewards you with points
use cover versions by artists such as Kate
that you spend to buy everything
2099 levels feature heavy combat
Three lives: Your next addiction
Voegele. Tegan and Sara, Matthew Ryan,
from health 'apgradcs to bonus cosand freefall sections, similar to
Four lives: Game of the Year
Patrick Stump from Fall Out Boy and
others,
I'm kind of excited about this change.
It's nice to see the opening credits again.
It's a great flashback to season one, and
it's fun to see how much the characters'
appearances have changed.
Plus l think it's something unique, and
fans of the series can pick their favorites
and have some variety as the season continues. As long as the season ends with
DeGraw, of course.
Now that I'm reflecting on my favorite
themes, I might have to make a new mix.
I want someone to show me that smile
again, and I want to know whatever hapPhoto <XlOftiS)' of televislonlunes.com
pened to predictability.
I'll have some newer stuff to add to it
Whether you'rt in 11014
~
this time. After all, "Secrets" - the song
ltleqMt "KKilln and W or you awl r.t6
by The Pierces used for "Pretty Little
the words the 1t1eme of
Prfnct
Liars" - is one of the best themes I've
Bel--Air" (blasphemyl). teleYfsiontws.com, . . heard in a while.
Contact Kyle at chorlotte.kyle@
has that and

Assistant Features Editor Cody
Arant writes the video game
reviews.
Spoiler warning: 'I'm a huge nerd.
I don't know if you've picked up
on it, loyal readers, but I love all
things nerdy. However, there is a
very special place in my heart, and
also about 75 percent of my brain's
storage space, given over to superheroes.
'lllus. it should come as no surprise that I immediately rushed out
to play "Spider-Man: Shattered
Dimensions.''
The premise of the game is mindbogglingly brilliant. A magic artifa<.:t called the Tablet of Order and
Chaos is broken into pieces that
spread out across the multiverse.
So. under the guidance of Madame
Web. a paralyzed and blind mutant
who can project her senses acruss
dimensions introduced in Amazing
Spider-Man #210 in 1980, the Spider-Men of four separate dimensions must gather the pieces to
reunite the artifact, preventing the
disrupt ion of the multivcrsc and the
empowerment of villains who arc
drawn to the pieces like moths tu a
flame.
Each Spider-Man is from an actual comic universe. There is Amazing Spider-Man. a generic SpiderMan, possibly from the default Marvel Universe, Earth-616. This inc;Jrnation of Spider-Man was introduced in Amazing Fantasy #15 in
1962. This is the Spider-Man you
probably imagine when you hear
the name. He is voiced by Neil
Patrick Harris, who voiced SpiderMan in MTV's "Spider-Man: The
Animated Series" set in the movie
franchise universe.
Joining him is Ultimate SpiderMan, from the Ultimate Marvel
Universe, Earth-1610 and sporting
tht.• infamous Black Suit which
enhances his powers but affects his
mind, making him quick to nnger
and unpredictable. This is a
younger version of Peter Parker,
who is still in high school. He is
voiced by Josh Keaton, who voiced
Spider-Man on the 2008 series "The
-SpcctacuJa.r Spider-Man." Ultimate
Spider-Man was introduced in
2000.
There is also Noir Spidcr·Man,
from the Noir Universe or Earth-

cc
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• MlrDOR s....... All Over"
• Selena Gonllt ·~ Scene . .
.,A Year IIUIOut Rain"

• ..30 Rock: Se$11 fOU('
• "Community. Season One"
• "Modem Family: Season One"
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Last Week's Solution

.

Create and solve rour
Sodoku PUUies for FREE.
Plar more Sudoku and Win Prizes at:

PRIZESUDOKU.roM
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